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Abstract
Changes in microbial metabolism have been used as the main approach to assess function and
elucidate environmental and host-microbiome interactions. This can be hampered by
uncharacterised metagenome species and lack of metabolic annotation. To address this, we
present a comprehensive computational platform for population stratification based on
microbiome composition, the underlying metabolic potential and generation of metagenome
species and community level metabolic models. We revisit the concepts of enterotype and
microbiome richness introducing the reactobiome as a stratification method to unravel the
metabolic features of the human gut microbiome. The reactobiome encapsulates resilience and
microbiome dysbiosis at a functional level. We describe five reactotypes in healthy populations
from 16 countries, with specific amino acid, carbohydrate and xenobiotic metabolic features.
The validity of the approach was tested to unravel host-microbiome and environmental
interactions by applying the reactobiome analysis on a one-year Swedish longitudinal cohort,
integrating gut metagenomics, plasma metabolomics and clinical data.
Introduction
Utilising enumeration of metagenomics to determine microbial composition such as
enterotype1,2 and richness3 can only partially explain the microbiome drivers of health and
chronic disease. Individual and population stratifications can be greatly complemented by
quantitative integration with host physiology and therefore provide a mechanistic causality in
host-microbiome interactions4. Metabolism is one of the main underlying mechanisms that
shapes the resilience of the microbiome and determines host homeostasis; quantitative
measurements of faecal and blood metabolites and analysis of their associations with gut
microbial composition, has proven to be a fruitful approach to explore phenotypes and
characterize the interplay of bacterial diversity with local and circulating metabolites5,6.
Constraint-based modelling, using GEnome-scale Metabolic models (GEMs) can provide a
mechanistic understanding of the microbial metabolism and of genotype-phenotype
relationships in host-microbiome interactions 7,8. GEMs have been applied to simple microbial
community modelling in the gut and demonstrated its power to identify the key metabolic
contribution of bacteria in the ecosystem and to host metabolism9-11. Previously, a number of
human gut bacterial GEMs have been generated, mainly based on the available whole genome
sequence, and used to investigate the bacterial growth rates under different nutrient
availabilities on a community level 9,10,12-15. However, the challenge remains to be able to use
metagenomic data directly to reconstruct the GEMs for microbiome uncultured genomes and
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apply the models to personalized microbiome investigation, or to identifying individuals
endowed with different types of microbial metabolism, by unsupervised clustering. Using the
latest developments of integrated non-redundant microbial gene catalogues16,17 and
metagenome binning18,19 to acquire more genomes, could be a comprehensive approach to
obtain high-quality GEMs.
Here, we present the toolbox for MIcrobial and personalized GEM, REactobiome and
community NEtwork modelling (MIGRENE), which enables generating species and
community-level models to be applied to personalized microbiome studies. Using this toolbox,
we developed a new paradigm, the ‘reactobiome’, revealing novel aspects of the function of
the gut microbiome. We propose a new microbiome classification, termed ‘reactotype’, and
identify five different reactotypes. We used the reactobiome to analyse the association of the
gut microbiome over 1-year with matched plasma biochemistry and metabolome sampling20,
at four-time points, to give a detailed picture encapsulating the complexity of the hostmicrobiome interactions.
Results
Characteristics of the MAGMA and reactobiome in the global gut microbiome of healthy
individuals
We developed the MIGRENE toolbox to investigate the microbiome using
metagenome species with integrated microbial gene catalogues (Fig. 1a, Extended Data Fig.
1a-c). The toolbox generates high-quality GEMs; here they are based on the gut microbial
gene catalogue21 and metagenomic species pan-genomes (MSPs)18, and are referred to as
Metagenome species Assembled Genome-scale MetAbolic model (MAGMA). From the 1898
gut MSPs, 1706 bacterial MSPs were taxonomically classified and used to reconstruct
MAGMAs. We successfully generated 1333 functional MAGMAs (Supplementary Table 1),
with completeness 83.6±22.5%. The completeness of the 373 non-functional models was
48.4±35.6% (Extended Data Fig. 2a); future completion of genomes of these species will allow
generation of the corresponding functional models. Functionality of the models was assessed
by constraint-based modelling, considering biomass as the objective function and western diet
macronutrients as the main substrate (Extended Data Fig. 2b). The current MAGMAs contain
a median number of 1478 reactions and average number of 647 genes from an average of 1545
annotated genes in MSPs (Extended Data Fig. 2c). Expectedly, the number of reactions in
MAGMAs and genes in MSPs were correlated (adj. R2 = 0.61, Extended Data Fig. 2d). Median
gap filling was only 4.13%; 57% of the added reactions were from the highest taxonomy-level
3
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(760 genus and 350 family) that could be determined (Extended Data Fig. 2e-g). Compared to
other publicly available GEMs resources 10,22, MAGMAs had superior connectivity (Extended
Data Fig. 2h-j, Supplementary Table 2). Moreover, MAGMAs reactions clustered by phylum
and family level taxonomic classification (Extended Data Fig. 2k-n).
Recently,

we

developed

the

human

gut

microbiome

atlas

(HGMA;

www.microbiomeatlas.com) to investigate the global characterization of the human gut
microbiome in health and disease. From the HGMA, using MSP profile of 2911 healthy
samples from 16 countries together with the MAGMA reaction pool we generated community
modelling, personalized reaction abundance, enrichment and richness, and the reactobiome (an
aggregate of the metabolic repertoires of an individual gut microbiome) using the MIGRENE
toolbox (Extended Data Fig. 1d, Supplementary Tables 3-6). For the samples from healthy
subjects, reaction richness exponentially increased with the number of MSPs and gene richness
(Fig. 1b, Extended Data Fig. 2o-p, Supplementary Table 4). The reactobiome profile
substantially improved the fit between the ordination distances and observed dissimilarities in
two dimensions compared to the MSP abundance (Fig. 1c, Extended Data Fig. 2q,
Supplementary Table 5, Method). Additionally, the scree plot showed a clear elbow at second
dimension for the reactobiome, indicating that 2 dimensions are significant; in contrast, twodimensional reduction space was inadequate for MSP abundances (Fig. 1d, Extended Data Fig.
2r-s). Reaction richness projection on the reactobiome in samples from healthy subjects
gradually increased along the first dimension of PCoA plot. Projected centroid of each country
from the PCoA revealed geographical differences in the gut reactobiome, Asian countries
(China and Japan), US and Europe, and non-westernized countries grouping together, along
the increasing reaction richness gradient (Fig. 1d-e).
Reactotypes; stratifying individual gut microbiome based on the reactobiome
To stratify the biochemical state of an individual gut microbiome, i.e. reactobiome, we
performed unsupervised clustering, Dirichlet multinomial mixture (DMM)23, and calculated
the number of optimal clusters based on fitting Dirichlet mixtures by minimising the negative
log posterior and then Laplace approximation (Extended Data Fig. 2t, Method). We identified
five different “Reactotypes” (reto-1 to reto-5) (Supplementary Table 7) differing by enterotype
distribution (Fig. 1f, Method): reto-1 and -3 were enriched in the Firmicutes enterotype, while
reto -4 and -5 were enriched in the Bacteroidetes and Prevotella enterotypes, respectively. The
five reactotypes also differed in reaction and MAGMA richness (Fig. 1g, Extended Fig 3a) and
in geographical distribution (Fig. 1h). Reto-1 and -5 had high richness, reto-2 and -3
4
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intermediate and reto-4 had low richness; reto-1 and -3 were predominant in westernized
countries (EU and US), reto-2 and reto-4 in China and reto-5 was almost exclusively present
in non-westernized countries. Interestingly, the reactotypes were clustered based on their
associated metadata (Extended Data Fig. 3b). To further test whether the reactotypes differ
significantly we used supervised machine learning models and cross validation (Method). The
classification accuracy of the prediction models ranged from 0.98 to 1 (Extended Data Fig. 3cd).
We further defined key features of each reactotype by non-parametric tests (Kruskal-Wallis
test and Dunn’s multiple comparisons; Supplementary Table 8 and Method). To find the
reactotype-specific enriched and depleted reactions, the Cohen's d effect size of one-sided
Wilcoxon test results was performed (|Cohen's d| >= 0.5, Methods) (Supplementary Table 9).
Reto-1, reto-3 and reto-5 showed a greater number of enriched and depleted reactions
compared to reto-2 and reto-3 (Extended Data Fig. 3e). Arginine biosynthesis was enriched in
reto-3, and reto-5 was dominant in saccharopine and lysine metabolism. Methionine
biosynthesis was enriched in reto-1. Reto-4 was dominant for producing the branched chain
amino acids (BCAA), glutamate and glutamine, while the BCAA degradation was enriched in
reto-1 and 5 (Fig. 1i-l, Extended Data Fig. 3f). BCAA levels, which reflect the
synthesis/degradation balance, are correlated with insulin resistance 24; they are expected to be
high in low richness reto-4 and low in high-richness reto-1 and -5, consistent with the low
microbiome richness being a risk factor for type 2 diabetes and other metabolic syndrome
related chronic diseases3. Carbohydrate metabolism, mono and di-saccharide degradation and
mucin degradation were dominant in reto-4 and lowest in reto-1 and 5; simple sugar utilisation
may reflect a sucrose-enriched diet, also conducive to metabolic syndrome related chronic
diseases. Consistently, starch degradation (alpha amylase) was low in reto-1 and reto-5 and
high in reto-2 and reto-4 (Extended Data Fig. 4), while cellobiose degradation was high in reto5; this may reflect a starch-enriched diet in low richness reactobiomes and fibre-enriched diet,
reported to counter loss of microbiome richness and improve the insulin resistance 25, in high
richness reto-5. Glycogen, starch and amylomaltose degradation were the key features in the
reto-2, while glycogen end-products appear to be different between the reactotypes, e.g. reto-1
and 5 had the highest production of 1,5-Anhydroglucitol (1,5-AG) while 1,5-AnhydroDmannitol production was dominant in reto-4 (Extended Data Fig. 4). We also observed reto-1
and 5 were enriched in xenobiotic degradation, while reto-3 was a macrocyclic lactone
producer and reto-4 was secondary metabolism enriched for biosynthesis of aerobactin,
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fosfomycin and sidrophores. Reto-1, 4 and 5 had the highest capability for aromatic compound
degradation. Reto-1, similar to reto-5, was dominant in monooxygenase and dioxygenase
activity while reto-4 was dominant in anaerobic degradation of aromatic compounds. Reto-1
had the highest capacity for detoxifying ester-containing xenobiotics. Reto-3 had enriched
xenobiotic degradation by epoxidase hydrolase and reto-5 was cyanase enriched. We also
found reto-2 was dominant in H2S production, reto-3 in nitrogen fixation, reto-4 in NH4+
production and reto-5 in methane production. Reto-4 had the highest capacity to produce
branched chain fatty acids (BCFAs), and was enriched in fatty acid metabolism, amino sugars
and mucin degradation.
Mucin degradation increased leucine, isoleucine and proline production in the low
richness reactotype
As reaction richness appears to be one of the main dictators of the reactobiome, we
focused on the comparison of the high richness reto-1 and the low richness reto-4, dominant in
EU and China and denoted EHR (European high richness) and CLR (Chinese low richness)
reactotype, respectively. Some 1735 reactions had significantly different abundances between
the two (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, q-value <1×10-5, Supplementary Table 10). Among these,
17 mucin degrading reactions were significantly enriched in CLR: sialidase-1 (NEU1,
neuraminidase 1), beta-galactosidase, alpha-fucosidase and glucosylceramidase (Fig. 2a,
Supplementary Table 11). Coherently, the reactions involved in metabolism of amino sugars
and monosaccharides, the metabolites that can result from mucin degradation, were also
enriched in CLR samples (Extended Data Fig. 5a, Supplementary Fig. 1 and S2). Here we
observed, decreased availability of free mannose in reto-4 in comparison to reto-1 and reto-5,
due to enhanced consumption, which has the potential to enhance pathogenic E. coli adherence
to mucosal epithelial barriers 26. We also observed the same trend between reto-4 and reto-5
(Supplementary Table 12).
The metabolic capacity of EHR and CLR was investigated using constrained-based modelling
of the MAGMAs from the top 50-ranked MSPs significantly abundant in one or the other
(Wilcoxon test, q-value < 0.05, Supplementary Table 13). Simulations were based on the
maximization of the biomass as the objective function and high protein omnivorous diet as the
main substrate (Method). The simulations showed amino acid production/consumption was
different between CLR and EHR (Fisher's exact test, FDR <0.01, Fig. 2b). Three amino acids,
leucine, isoleucine and proline were produced in CLR and consumed in EHR (Supplementary
Table 14). Furthermore, the top CLR species utilized starch and simple carbohydrates as main
6
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substrates while EHR species used acetate and RNA-derived inosine and uracil, in addition to
amino-acids. The species-level flux simulations indicated that an increased carbohydrate and
mucin consumption could lead to higher leucine, isoleucine and proline production (Method).
Proline is involved in bacterial and protozoa pathogens and colonisation at the mucosal surface
and virulence 27,28. Here we find increased levels of indole production in reto-4 in comparison
to reto-1 and reto-5, which suggests that enhanced translocation/absorbance across the gut
barrier is occurring in reto-4 resulting in depleted levels at the mucosal surface, whereas the
opposite would be true of the reto-1 and reto-5

29

. Furthermore, production of possibly

deleterious gases such as hydrogen sulphide, ammonia and nitric oxide (NO) is dramatically
higher in CLR microbiome, suggesting that it might negatively affect health.
As high fibre diet is thought to counter loss of microbiome richness, therefore we simulated
the growth rate of the most abundant species in EHR and CLR top abundant species under two
fibre-rich dietary regimens (Fig. 2c, Supplementary Table 15). CLR species grows faster due
to their high appetite for simple sugars compared to EHR Species. Both fibre-rich diet increased
the growth rate of top EHR species, and slightly decreased the growth rate of the top abundant
CLR species (Wilcoxon test, p-value < 6×10-4). The personalized community-level metabolic
modelling based on the top-abundant 25 species in each subject for the CLR and EHR showed
the consistency of the flux ratio with the species-level simulations (Fig. 2d, Method).
Interestingly, comparison of reto-4 (CLR) with reto-5 (non-westernized high richness
reactotype) by applying individual, community modelling and pRSEA, indicated that nonwesternized metabolic features are similar to EHR (Fig. 2e, Extended Data Fig. 5b-d). In
particular, simple sugar and starch consumption and BCAA production were higher in CLR
compared to non-westernized reactotype (reto-5), while BCAAs consumption was lower in
CLR.
Associations of clinical parameters and metabolomics with reactotypes
To evaluate how the reactotypes relate to different microbiome features and to examine
a possible association with clinical parameters and the metabolomics, we used a longitudinal
Swedish wellness cohort of healthy individuals (86 subjects), followed for a year and sampled
4 times. In view of its accuracy, the random forest method trained based on the healthy samples
(n=2567) was used to predict reactotypes in this cohort. Most samples were assigned to reto-1
(247 samples) and reto-3 (84 samples); the other 3 reactotypes were rare (samples <=5; Fig.
3a, Extended Data Fig. 6a, Supplementary Table 16), consistent with global geographic
reactotype distribution. Reactotypes had the expected richness (Extended Data Fig. 6b) and
7
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enterotype distribution (Fig. 3b), validating conclusions from the previous analyses. A number
of functional features were found to be different between reto-1 and reto-3, amenable to the
comparison being sufficiently represented in the cohort (Extended Data Fig. 6c). Interestingly,
associations with bioclinical parameters were observed: lower richness reto-3 individuals had
higher BMI (Wilcoxon test, p-value 0.02, Extended Data Fig. 6d) and waist circumference,
higher amounts of low-density lipoprotein (LDL), apolipoprotein B (APOB), fraction of apoB
and apoA1 (APOB.A) than higher richness reto-1 individuals (Wilcoxon test, p-value < 0.01,
Extended Data Fig. 6e, Supplementary Table 17). This is consistent with the known association
of low microbiome richness with physiological state presenting a higher risk of progression
towards metabolic syndrome-related pathologies28. In addition, a number of metabolomic
features were significantly different between reto-1 and reto-3, such as amino acids, amino
compounds, xenobiotics and steroids and organic acids (Wilcoxon test, q-value < 0.05,
Extended Data Fig. 6f, Supplementary Table 18). Notably, bile acids were higher in reto-1,
while carnitine derivatives (glutarylcarnitine, laurylcarnitine, decenoylcarnitine and
succinylcarnitine) were higher in reto-3. Additionally, a single individual classified as reto-5
had clinical parameters such as mass of hemoglobin per red blood cell (MCH), average volume
of the red blood cells (MCV), markers of liver damage (Gamma Glutaryl Transferase) and
kidney function (Creatinine) lowest in the entire cohort (Extended Data Fig. 6g).
Reactobiome uncovered environment, host and microbiome interactions
As diet is prone to seasonal changes30, we examined the reactobiome over a year in the
longitudinal Swedish cohort. The reaction richness was similar across the four seasons
(Extended Data Fig. 7a), but the abundances of reactions related to energy metabolism varied
(Extended Data Fig. 7b, Supplementary Table 19). Reaction abundances of central carbon
metabolism were highest in the spring and lowest in the summer (two-way ANOVA test, pvalue < 0.001). Similarly, Acyl-CoA oxidase for fatty acid degradation and alpha amylase for
starch degradation increased from winter to spring and decreased in summer. An increase in
the proportion of calories from carbohydrates in the spring was reported for a US cohort30; and
it may be that cohort consumed more fats and starch in the spring, leading to an increases in
microbes particularly adapted to use them. To gain more insight on seasonal changes of the
reactobiome and host physiology, we analysed 1490 plasma metabolite profiles and 41 clinical
parameters20 for 86 individuals, using multivariate random effects models (MVEM)(Methods).
We performed MVEM on each of the plasma metabolite and clinical parameter with 3500
reactions from the reactobiome present in at least 10% of the samples with non-zero variance.
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24 associations between six clinical parameters and 21 reactions were found (FDR < 0.05, Fig.
3c, Supplementary Table 20). Seven reactions were significantly associated with C-reactive
protein (CRP), a marker for inflammation in the body (FDR < 5×10-4) whilst particularly
interesting are hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and NADPH production, related to oxidative stress.
Additionally, lipid production was positively linked to the level of cystatin C (FDR = 7×10-07).
Also, 4-hydroxybenzoyl-CoA thioesterase for benzoate degradation and salicylate 1monooxygenase for degradation of aromatic compounds in the gut microbiome were negatively
associated with troponin T, as an prognostic marker of anthracycline-induced cardiotoxicity31.
These associations could be related to xenobiotic degradation by the gut bacteria facilitating
host detoxification.
We observed 3705 associations between 135 plasma metabolites and 1138 reactions from the
reactobiome (q-value < 5×10-04, Supplementary Table 21). Amino acids, fatty acids, organic
acids and xenobiotics had high connectivity with the reactobiome (Extended Data Fig. 8a,
Supplementary Table 22). Reactobiome features connected with amino acids were dipeptidase,
kynureninase, nitrilase, tyrosinase, catechol oxidase, homocitrate synthase, isocitratehomoisocitrate dehydrogenase and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase were directly
linked with plasma amino acids (Extended Data Fig. 8b). Another group of reactions connected
with plasma amino acids were among carbohydrate and xenobiotic metabolism as the potential
carbon source32, for amino acid biosynthesis (Supplementary Table 23). Reactions that directly
consumed carbohydrates (i.e. mon-, di-, oligo- and poly saccharides) from the reactobiome
were also connected to plasma metabolites. The reactobiome clarifies the microbe-host
interactions based on consumption of different carbohydrates by the gut microbiome and the
mediated plasma metabolites such as, amino acids, lipids, steroids and fatty acids
(Supplementary Table 24, Fig. 3d).
Discussion
We developed the MIGRENE Toolbox as a platform to integrate the microbial nonredundant gene catalogues together with metagenome species to generate MAGMA and
community-level models to apply them in personalized microbiome studies. The reactobiome
as a new representation of the gut microbiome, revealed the novel facets of the landscape of
the individual microbial composition and classified the global landscape of the human gut
microbiome in healthy individuals to five reactotypes. Moreover, the reactobiome can be
applied to overcome the challenge of unclassified metagenome species that could contribute to
gut dysbiosis. More than 50% of the MSPs are taxonomically unclassified at the species level
9
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but the reactobiome could overcome the contribution of the unknown species in dysbiosis, by
providing a functional profile of the species. The new metagenome assembled genomes could
even have this issue in a higher degree and the reactobiome could be applied to investigate their
functional features.
Within the five reactotypes, three reaction richness groups were identified, introducing a new
intermediary group compared to the gene richness classification of microbiome samples based
on a single gene count threshold 3. The reactotypes integrate the key enterotype groups 1, and
also gave a more detailed view of the transitions between the three enterotypes

2

via two

additional reactotypes, by assigning important metabolic functional features.
Reto-2 and reto-4 had the highest enrichment in BCAAs and BCFA metabolism, which are
both associated with metabolic and inflammatory diseases33,34. The Chinese cohorts are
dominant in reto-2 and low richness reto-4 (CLR) and these features might be related to the
high prevalence of pre-diabetes (35.7%) and diabetes observed in China 35,36. Here we would
suggest that reactotype 4 is at increased susceptibility to dysbiosis and the associated
inflammatory disorders. Interestingly, high richness European individuals (EHR, reto-1) and
non-westernized populations (largely reto-5) had common metabolic features. Part of the
similarity might be related to diet as suggested by biomass-guided modelling under different
nutrient availabilities. Notably, a high fibre-based diet increased the growth rate of high
abundance bacteria in the EHR and non-westernised populations, while it decreased that of
CLR. The reactobiome analysis indicated that individuals from same region could be classified
into different reactotypes, while these individuals had discrete clinical data.
The reactobiome revealed a strong connection between the gut microbiome metabolic activity
and compositional changes with host physiology, which could be used for systematic
investigation of the environment-microbe-host interactions and adaptation. For example,
several studies have shown the relationship between H2O2 and inflammation37,38 but here we
find that this association could be due, at least in part, to gut bacterial metabolic activity.
Moreover, the reactobiome revealed the comprehensive relationship between the plasma
metabolites and microbiome metabolic activity such as, degradation of carbohydrates by the
gut bacteria that could impact on metabolite levels in the host. As the human host can adapt
itself to seasonal and dietary changes39,40, here using the longitudinal cohort, we explored the
metabolic changes in the gut microbiome in response to changes in environmental
perturbations through the reactobiome, which could lead to gut microbiome adaptation and
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consequently affect host physiology. Therefore, this study starts to decipher the complex
interactions between host and microbes, which may help identify future therapeutic strategies
targeting the gut microbiota.
Methods
Metagenomics species pan-genome (MSP) and completeness estimation
The updated Integrated Gene Catalogue of the human gut microbiome (IGC2)21 was used to
generate the generic metabolic model. The updated MSP information was used here to
reconstruct the species-specific models 18. All the metagenome samples have been previously
mapped to the IGC2 and profiled for the MSP abundances. MSP completeness was estimated
using two conserved single-copy marker genes (SCM) sets that have been previously
determined for all bacterial and archaeal finished genomes41. The sets consist of 139 (bacteria)
and 162 (archaea) SCM that were found to occur only once in at least 90% of all genomes.
Species completeness score was estimated as the proportion of SCM genes found in the MSP
using hmmsearch and HMMER42 formatted databases for archaeal and bacterial SCM. In order
to compare the completeness of the generated MAGMA vs nonfunctional MSP models, we
used two-sided Wilcoxon signed rank test.
MIGRENE toolbox; Integration of bacterial gene catalogue into metabolic model and
microbiome reference GEM generation.
MIGRENE toolbox was utilized for the integration of IGC2 into metabolic model. First, the
bacterial gene catalogue was restructured and checked using checkCatalog.m function.
convertCatalogAnnotation.m function converted the KO annotation from catalogue into KEGG
reaction ID. If the mapping ID file is not assigned as an input argument, it automatically
downloads the information for ID conversion from KEGG API and saves in directory "data"
where the MIGRENE toolbox is located. Second, a generic annotated metabolic model was
provided based on ModelSEED 43and KBase44 to maximise the coverage of catalogue KEGG
gene annotation. We corrected the directionality of the reactions, defined 165 exchange
reactions and their corresponding transport reactions, biomass (Supplementary Table 25),
compartmentalised the model, and removed dead end reactions and metabolites. We also
balanced reactions in regard to the molecular formula of the metabolites in the generic model.
The metabolites on both sides of reactions were checked for carbon, oxygen, phosphor, sulphur
and nitrogen. The generic metabolic model and the IGC2 were used as inputs to the
microbiomeGEMgeneration.m function to generate a gut reference GEM. The Gene-proteinreaction (GPR) association was assigned by integrating the catalogue genes into metabolic
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model using the KEGG reaction IDs. In case of the annotation file for GEM is not provided,
the tool automatically finds the annotations i.e. KO, reaction ID or EC in the model and convert
into reaction ID based on the latest version of KEGG IDs. The function adds fields “grRules”,
“genes”, “rules”, “geneNames” and “rxnGeneMat” into the GEM to be compatible with both
COBRA45 and RAVEN toolbox46 structure, so the output models can be used for any functions
provided in both toolbox.
Diet allocation for GEMs
Diet allocation for GEMs was built using the USDA food composition database
(https://ndb.nal.usda.gov/ndb/). Based on the molecular weight for each micronutrient, the
mmol/gDW was calculated and divided per 24 hours (mmol/gDW*hour). Food items that had
a missing value for an amino acid but contained protein were replaced by the average of the
amino acid for the corresponding food group. This value was then divided by the total average
of all foods in the database. Four different diets (high-protein-plant based, high-protein
omnivorous, high fibre-plant based and high fibre omnivorous) were formulated based on
macronutrient composition47,48. Each diet is an average diet based on a three-day meal plan in
which each day consisted of three main meals and a snack. All ingredients for each meal from
the four different diets were similar, and certain ingredients were swapped for alternatives to
fit the specific diet. The composition of each diet is given in appropriate portion sizes and
normalized based on 2000kcal a day. Each diet includes information on the macronutrient
content such as the energy consumption, carbohydrates, protein, fats and fibres. In addition,
each diet contains information on the micronutrient content such as vitamins, minerals, amino
acids and ions. The diets were converted to mmol/gDW*hour using USDAcreatingDiet.m
function and added to MIGRENE toolbox.
MIGRENE toolbox; calculation of reaction score and species-specific model (here
MAGMA) generation
Before generating species-specific models, MAGMA (Metagenome species Assembled
Genome-scale MetAbolic models), the gut reference GEM was constrained based on high fiber
animal diet using DietConstrain.m (Option diet number 2). Acetate and Lactate were added as
popular carbon sources for bacteria for Constraint-based modelling. This approach was applied
to quantitate the reaction rate and calculate reaction fluxes using COBRA Toolbox45. Biomass
as the main objective function was provided as sets of metabolic tasks to check the functionality
of models. Additionally, phenotype of species were manually checked and annotated based on
JGI-GOLD phenotype data (organism metadata) (https://gold.jgi.doe.gov/organisms). The
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bibliomic data of phenotypic features were provided in a data structure with four categories:
"bacteria" a cell array listing the name of the bacteria, "rxn" that list the name of the reactions
having bibliome data, "value" a matrix including 0 (no information), 1 (consumed), 2
(produced), -1 (not-consumed) and -2 (not-produced) by the corresponding bacteria and
"aerobeInfo" a cell array provides oxygen requirement for growth of bacteria (aerobe, anaerobe
or facultative).
We created a reaction profile for each species based on mapping absent/present genes in MSP
using the gut reference GEM (MetagenomeToReactions.m function in the toolbox). The
function also filters the gene vector and gene rules in reference model for each species as a first
step for MAGMA generation. Following, the reaction states for all the MSPs and taxonomy
information were collected (GenerateMSPInformation.m). Reaction scores for each MSP
(bacterial species) were calculated based on the bacterium gene profile and the frequency of
each

reaction

in

different

taxonomy

levels

of

the

corresponding

bacterium

(MetaGenomicsReactionScore.m). The function also calculates a threshold (the lowest nonzero
frequency) for each taxonomy level for filtering the reactions while generating the context
specific GEMs. contextSpecificModelGenertion.m and then contextSpecificModelTune.m were
used to generate the MAGMA models. For the gap filling, we pruned the constrained reference
GEM from the lowest reaction score and minded the gaps to keep the model functional based
on biomass objective function and the threshold. Therefore, the gap filling from the reactions
starts from the highest frequency in the closest taxonomy level of the species. The latter
function tuned the models by pruning the exchange and transport reactions, dead end
metabolites, adding compartments, model description and correcting KEGG metabolite ID and
metabolite formula. It also calculated the important information for gap filling percentage at
different levels: i.e. taxonomy proximity based, further taxonomy level, not annotated (without
gene-protein-reaction relation) and the total gap filling percentage. The growth rate for each
model were tested for the diets using constraint-based modelling. Additionally, the structure,
connectivity (GEMtoBiPartiteGraph.m) and carbon balance of the functional models were
investigated against other publicly available GEMs resources 10,22.
MIGRENE toolbox; generating personalized metabolic microbiome model
A reaction pool based on all the reactions in MAGMA models and the MSP abundance of the
corresponded MAGMAs were used for personalized metabolic microbiome model. Reaction
richness profile that provides gut microbiome reaction composition for individuals was
calculated using RxnRichnessGenerator.m function. The abundance of each MSP was
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considered for the reactions of the MSP in the sample. So, we generated a matrix (n×m; n,
number of reaction pool and m, number of MSPs) for each sample. each matrix was converted
to a binary matrix and then to a binary vector that shows absent/present of each reaction in the
samples; present means the reaction was captured at least in one MSP in the sample. The count
of the present reactions provided reaction richness of the sample. Based on the sum of the
abundance for the reactions, relative reaction abundance for the samples was calculated
(ReactionAbundanceGenerator.m). The reaction abundance profile represents the summation
of the respective reaction abundance in all MSPs divided by summation of all reaction
abundance in the sample. Then the Reactobiome was determined which is the number of the
reactions in the gut and normalized per 500 bacteria for each individual, named count per 500
bacteria (CPF) (CPFGenerator.m).
The personalized reaction set enrichment (pRSE) is overrepresentation of each pathway in
sample (pRSEGenerator.m). the enrichment analysis was performed for 153 KEGG metabolic
pathways (Supplementary Table 26). We calculated the prevalence of the enriched metabolic
pathways (p-value <0.05) in each sample (pRSEGenerator.m). The overrepresentation of the
pathways was calculated based on Hypergeometric test and the binary vector. Community
models for 2911 samples were generated (MakeCommunity.m). Top 25 MAGMAs per samples
were selected for community modelling due to computational power required to reconstruct
and simulate community models for 2911 samples. The name of MSPs as prefix were added
into the reaction names in the GEMs before generating a combined S matrix to keep the speciesspecific GEMs separated in the community models. Additionally, two compartments named
[lu] for intestinal lumen and [fe] for secreted bacterial and remaining food-derived metabolites
were added to the community models. [lu] includes represent the gut microbiome and includes
all the bacterial GEMs. All the bacterial exchange metabolites were connected to lu by
designing an extra exchange reaction layer between the lu and the bacteria. FoEx irreversible
exchange reactions transfer food-derived metabolites to lu and distributed in the whole
community. FeEx irreversible exchange reactions transfer the metabolites (bacteria/food
drived) into [fe] in order to leave the community toward blood or faeces. A community
biomass objective function was designed. It is composed of all the bacterial biomass in the
community where the abundance of bacteria was used as stoichiometric coefficients. We
performed flux balance analysis using COBRA toolbox for the communities where community
biomass objective function was maximized.
Clustering of reactobiome profile, modelling and features of Reactotypes
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Dirichlet multinomial mixtures (DMM) method23 was performed using “DirichletMultinomial”
R package for clustering of reactobiome profile. The number of clusters (reactotypes) were
determined by fitted Dirichlet mixtures and Laplace approximation to the model using dmm
and laplace functions. The robustness of the reactotypes were investigated using supervised
machine learning models and cross validation using “caret”, “e1071” and “randomForest” R
packages. The parameters (50 folds repeat 10 times) for train function were set using
rfeControl function. The collation of resampling results was performed by resamples function.
We subsequently used wellness cohort as a test set and trained random forest based prediction
model for reactobiome profile. We used random forest model to estimate variable importance
in reactotypes using varImp function in caret package. pr.curve and roc functions computed
the area under the precision-recall curve and built receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve, respectively.
We metabolically investigated the differences among the reactotypes using reactobiome and
reaction abundance. non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test was used for reactobiome profile as
negative Binomial distribution and the test was followed by Dunn's multiple comparisons test
for pairwise comparison of reactotypes. Among five reactotypes, we estimated cohen's d effect
sizes for on-sided Wilcoxon signed rank tests of reactobiome in two different reactotypes.
Based on estimated effect sizes (Cohen's d >= 0.5), the significantly enriched reactions were
selected and defined as “reactotypes-enriched” reactions. Cohen’s d < 0.5 were selected as
depleted reactions. Besides, we employed Multidimensional scaling (MDS) to identify how
samples of reactotypes were clustered based on reactobiome profile. we also calculated
centroids and standard deviations of samples of the sixteen countries and projected to the MDS
plot.
Enterotype assessment
Abundance profiles of MSPs over total 2,911 samples were summed up into abundances of
total 316 genera. Then this genus-level profile was clustered into three representative group by
unsupervised clustering method, Dirichlet multinomial model23 i.e. R DirichletMultinomial
package. Based on enriched genera of each representative group, we analysed the
characteristics of microbial compositions and named by most enriched genera of respective
groups, such as Bacteroides, Prevotella, and genera belonging to Firmicutes. After
identification of enterotypes enriched in Bacteroides (ET-Bacteroides), Prevotella (ETPrevotella), and Firmicutes (ET-Firmicutes), fraction of three enterotypes were investigated
over 2,911 samples.
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Microbiome-host and seasonal changes association studies
In order to investigate the association for each reaction, we filtered the reactions <0.01% of
reactobiome composition and prevalence > 10%. The multiple covariates between reactobiome
profile and host clinical and plasma metabolites in the population-scale longitudinal study were
subjected to multivariate regression, considering random effects of individuals by linear mixedeffect models (multivariate random effects models) using MaAsLin2 R package
(https://huttenhower.sph.harvard.edu/maaslin). Significant associations (adjusted p-value
<0.01) were visualized using circlize R packages49 for circus plot and Cytoscape 3.7.2 50 for
network representation. The abundance of the reactions was analysed using two-way ANOVA
to detect seasonal changes in individuals (n=86) in a combination of two independent variables
i.e. data points and subjects.

Data availability
The 1333 reconstructed MAGMAs are available in www.microbiomeatlas.com.
Code availability
The MIGRENE toolbox used to reconstruct MAGMA, quality control, generating reactobiome,
reaction abundance, calculating reaction richness, personalized and community modelling,
pRSE and diet allocation, with several tutorials and testing datasets, can be found at our GitHub
repository https://github.com/sysbiomelab/MIGRENE. The toolbox can be applied to any
microbial gene catalogues and metagenome species for GEMs reconstruction. In addition, any
public microbial GEMs, together with the abundance, can be utilized for reactobiome, reaction
richness and abundance, and community modeling.
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Figure legends
Fig 1| The MIGRENE toolbox, global landscape of reaction richness and the reactobiome
in healthy samples and characterization of the reactotypes. a, the workflow of the
MIGRENE toolbox generates utilize any non-redundant microbial gene catalogue,
metagenome species to generate a microbiome generic metabolic and species-specific model
(MSP Associated Genome scale MetAbolic models; MAGMA). The MIGRENE toolbox can
determine personalized metabolic microbiome profile and community metabolic modelling.
(Detailed in Extended Data Fig. 1). b, scatter plot of the MSP richness, that MAGMA could be
generated (1333 MSPs), and reaction richness in healthy gut samples (n=2911). c, NMDS
Shepard plot shows the relationship between the actual dissimilarities (x-axis) between samples
and the ordination distances (y-axis) by reactobiome. The fit between dissimilarity and
ordination distances is indicated by red line. d, visualization of 2911 samples with Principal
Coordinates Analysis (PCoA) using reactobiome; projected centroid of each country from the
PCoA is shown as circle, the size indicates the average standard deviation of PCoA1 and
PCoA2. e, scatter plot for reaction richness and the first dimension of the PCoA plot. f,
visualization of the reactotypes (reto-1 to reto-5) on the PCoA plot; the bars show the
proportion of enterotypes in each reactotype. g, the density plot of reaction richness for the
reactotypes. h, the proportion of geographical regions in reactotypes. i-l, radar plots showing
the fraction of functional terms in reto1 to reto 5, tested by enriched/depleted reactions of the
reactobiome based on Cohens’ d effect sizes of Wilcoxon one-sided tests (positive and negative
Cohens’ d respectively indicate enriched and depleted reactions).
Fig. 2| Characterization of personalized gut microbiome metabolism in European high
richness (EHR, reto-1) and Chinese low richness (CLR, reto-4), reactotypes. a, enriched
metabolic connections of host-microbiota in the CLR (reto-4). General structure of hostsecreted mucin 2 glycoproteins (green)51 degraded by highly abundant carbohydrate- active
enzymes in reto-4 compared to HER and non-westernized regions . The sugar source from
mucin degradation or diet leads to increased production of. leucine, isoleucine and proline, in
CLR. b, log fold change of the production/consumption flux for EHR vs CLR (y-axis) and the
log fold change of the top 50-ranked MSPs in EHR and CLR (x-axis) producing/consuming
the corresponding metabolites. c, the growth rate of the bacteria in 3 different diets (plant- and
omnivore- based diet). d, the differences of average flux ratio between personalized gut
bacterial community of EHR vs CLR. e, similarity of differences between non-westernized
(reto-5) vs CLR and EHR vs CLR. The log fold change of variables significantly different
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between EHR vs CLR paired with the variables significantly different between nonwesternized vs CLR (Spearman’s r = 0.9).
Fig. 3| Interplay of host clinical parameters and plasma metabolites with variation of gut
reactobiome. a, numbers of samples of each reactotype in the Swedish wellness cohort. b, the
proportion of enterotypes for wellness reactotypes. The thickness of the bars shows the number
of samples for each reactotype. c, the heatmap indicates the association between clinical
biochemical factors and variations of the gut reactobiome at FDR < 0.01, using a multivariate
random effects model. d, chord diagram showing the association between reactions of the
reactobiome involved in consumption of carbohydrates with plasma metabolites at FDR 0.01,
using multivariate random effects model.
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Extended Data figure legends
Extended Data Fig. 1| The MIGRENE Toolbox. a, the software allows for integration of
different microbial gene catalogues with any available functional annotations to construct the
specific microbial metabolic reference network. The initial step in the workflow is generating
a microbiome generic GEM, using integration of the non-redundant microbial gene catalogue
and a reference model such as KBase or ModelSEED

44,52

. b, the reaction profile for the

metagenome species, in this case MSPs, will be generated based on mapping to the reference
model. In addition, reaction frequency and threshold for the MSP based on the taxonomy level
will be calculated. The reaction profile and frequency together will construct the reaction score
for the MSP. Additionally, a threshold for each reaction frequency is determined. c, based on
the updated reaction frequency vector, bibliomic data, and threshold the species-specific GEM
based on the MSP-level information is reconstructed. The process is run iteratively by
benchmarking the functionality of the model for growth. The generated GEM based on the
MSP-level information, are called MSP Associated Genome scale MetAbolic models
(MAGMA). d, the analysis part of the toolbox uses the MAGMA models, but any other
microbial GEMs could be integrated into the metagenomics data for “personalized metabolic
microbiome analysis”. This generates four outputs at a personalized level; the reactobiome and
reaction abundance, reaction richness, community modelling, and personalized reaction setenrichment (pRSE) (see Methods). Reaction abundance is computed as sum of the respective
reactions from corresponding gene abundance; the reactobiome is the number of the reactions
normalized per 500 bacteria for each individual, named count per five hundred bacteria (CPF)
(Method). CPF removes the high heterogeneity of bacterial presence in each individual (3 to
385 MSPs in the HGMA samples) and technical biases of sequencing

53

. It facilitates the

comparison of reaction counts between the samples from different cohorts. Reaction richness
determines the reaction composition in each metagenome sample. Community modelling
performs constraint-based analysis on MAGMAs, the metabolic interactions and productions
from the microbial community. pRSE captures the over- and under-representation and
prevalence of metabolic pathways.
Extended Data Fig. 2| MAGMA features and global landscape of the reactobiome and
reaction richness in healthy samples. a, boxplot for completeness of MSPs yielding
functional and non-functional MAGMAs. b, the simulated growth rate (hr-1) of MAGMAs
constrained by western diet in anaerobic condition. c, Boxplot for metabolic and annotated
genes and number of reactions for MSPs with functional MAGMAs. d, Scatter plot for number
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of reactions in MAGMAs and the number of genes in MSPs. e, Boxplot of the gap filling
percentage at different levels: i.e. taxonomy proximity based, further taxonomy level, not
annotated (without gene-protein-reaction relation) and the total gap filling percentage. f, Bar
plot shows the number of MAGMAs per taxonomy level of gap filling. g, MAGMA features
for the families with more than 10 MAGMA members. A negative correlation between
percentage of gap filling and the number of annotated genes in MSPs was observed. h,
reactions, i, metabolites and j, connected components in GEMS in other sources (AGORA,
BiGG) and MAGMA; number of the GEMs used for comparison is indicated in parentheses.
k, Visualization of MAGMA clusters with t-SNE at phylum level (only the phyla with more
than 10 MAGMA members were used). l, visualization of MAGMA clusters with t-SNE at
family levels (only the families with at least 10 MAGMA were used). Visualization of
MAGMA clusters of m, Firmicutes and n, Bacteroidetes by t-SNE. o, Scatter plot of gene
richness and reaction richness in the healthy samples (n=2911). p, scatter plot of the functional
MSP (MAGMA) richness and gene richness in the healthy samples (n=2911). q, NMDS
Shepard plot of the relationship between the data dissimilarities (x-axis) and the ordination
distances (y-axis) by MSP abundance profile. The fit between dissimilarity and ordination
distances is indicated by red line. r, scree plots for reactobiome profile showing the decrease
of ordination stress in dimensions of 1 to 6. s, Scree plots for bacterial abundance profile
showing the decrease of ordination stress in dimensions of 1 to 6. t, increasing number of
Dirichlet mixture components (1 to 7) regarding the Laplace approximation
Extended Data Fig. 3| Characterization of reactotypes. a, MAGMA richness and gender
distribution in reto-1 (g1) to reto-5 (g5). b, the distribution of samples in reactotypes 1-5 based
on the available metadata in their cohorts. c, the predicted number of all healthy samples in
each reactotypes were compared to the reference reactotype (obtained from DMM) using the
random forest method. AUC=1 in receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. Precisionrecall curves for multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS) and random forest (RF)
classification methods. d, accuracy of the machine learning methods support vector machine
(SVM), RF and MARS by resampling. e, Cohen's d effect size of one-sided Wilcoxon tests for
reactotype- enriched reactions. f, radar plots showing the fraction of functional terms in reto-1
to reto-5, tested by enriched/depleted reactions of the reactobiome based on Cohens’ d effect
sizes of Wilcoxon one-sided tests (positive and negative Cohens’ d respectively indicate
enriched and depleted reactions).
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Extended Data Fig. 4| Metabolic features in reactotypes. Connection of metabolic pathways
of macronutrients (grey circles) and antilipemic drug (Meglutol) as features in reactotypes. g1
to g5 indicates reto-1 to reto-5, respectively.
Extended Data Fig. 5| Diferences of gut microbiome metabolism between Chinese low
richness (CLR, ret-4), and high richness (EHR, ret-1) reactotypes. a, differences of
personalized enriched pathways between EHR (reto-1) and CLR (reto-4) groups (FDR < 0.001,
Wilcoxon test. green dot: substantially different). pRSEA was performed to calculate
overrepresentation of metabolic pathways in each sample. b, the production/consumption log
fold change of non-westernized vs CLR (Y axis) and the log fold change of number of top 50ranked abundant bacteria in each group producing/consuming the corresponding metabolites.
One of the main common features between non-industrialized and CLR population is the sugar
appetite in the high abundant bacteria. BCAAs isoleucine and leucin and indole and isovalerate
are produced in CLR more than non-industrialized gut microbiota while production of
propionate and lactate are higher in the non-industrialized group. Production of gases such as
hydrogen, hydrogen sulphide and NH3 are dramatically higher in the top industrialized bacteria
compared to non-industrialized population. additionally, the signaling molecule nitric oxide
(NO) is also released by industrialized gut microbiome more than non-industrialized regions.
c, the differences of flux ratio between personalized gut bacterial community of nonwesternized vs CLR (FDR < 0.001, Wilcoxon test. green dots: substantially different). d,
differences of personalized enriched pathways between two populations (FDR 0.001,
Wilcoxon test. green dots: substantially different. pRSEA was performed to calculate
overrepresentation of metabolic pathways pathway in each sample.
Extended Data Fig. 6| Reactotypes in Swedish wellness cohort. a, the random forest
predicted probability for reactotypes. b, the boxplot of reaction richness and MSP richness
(MSPs with functional reconstructed model). c, BMI in wellness cohort reactotypes 1-5. d,
reactobiome differences between reto-1 (n=247) vs reto-3 (n=84) at FDR 0.01, Wilcoxon test
with Benjamini-Hochberg correction. Red dots: highly reto-3-enriched reactions (Log2 FC < 1); purple dots: highly reto-1-enriched reactions (Log2 FC > 1); blue dots: significantly
enriched; grey dots: not significant e, boxplot of clinical parameters in reto-1 and reto-3.
Erythrocyte volume fraction (B.EVF.A4), Erythrocyte particles (B.EPK.A1) and Hemoglobin
(B.HB.A1) related to erythrocytes and blood pressure (bloodpressure_systolic) were higher in
reto-3 with lower richness. f, changes of plasma metabolites between reto-1 vs reto-3 in
wellness cohort green circles: significantly different (Wilcoxon test, FDR < 0.05). g, boxplot
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of clinical parameters in wellness cohort for reto-1 to 5. S.KREA.A3: Creatine; S.GT.A1:
Gamma-glutamyltransferase;

ERY.MCV.A1:

Mean

corpuscular

volume

(MCV);

ERY.MCH.A1: mean corpuscular hemoglobin.
Extended Data Fig. 7| Reactobiome and richness variation across the four visits (v1-4). a,
boxplot of different richness profiles in wellness cohort in four visits. b, reactobiome changes
across the four visits for 86 individuals using two-way ANOVA (p-value < 0.01). Each
individual in time points were shown with different box colours and the dotted line to connect
the individual across the time. v1: winter; v2: spring; v3: summer; v4: autumn.
Extended Data Fig. 8| Interplay of host plasma metabolites with variation of the gut
reactobiome. a, the network indicates the association between variation of plasma metabolites
with the reactions in the gut reactobiome at FDR < 0.01, using multivariate random effects
model. b, chord diagram shows the reactobiome reactions that are linked to plasma amino acids
at FDR < 0.01, using multivariate random effects model.
Supplemental figure legends
Supplementary Fig. 1| Galactose metabolism. Reactions enriched (shown in red) in CLR
relative to EHR (compared with high richness) at FDR 0.01, Wilcoxon test.
Supplementary Fig. 2| Amino sugar and nucleotide sugar metabolism. Reactions
enriched (shown in red) in CLR relative to EHR (compared with high richness) at FDR 0.01,
Wilcoxon test.
Supplemental table legends
Supplementary Table 1| Description of 1333 MAGMA including taxonomy, number of
reactions, number of metabolites, number of genes, number of reactions, the level of gap filling,
percentage of gap filling, biomass flux.
Supplementary Table 2| comparing the topology of MAGMA models with AGORA and
BiGG GEMs. The number of connected Components, metabolites, reactions and carbon
balanced were compared.
Supplementary Table 3| Description of the cohorts from Human Gut Microbiome Atlas
(HGMA) datasets used in this study including the id, total number of samples, number of the
healthy samples, sequencing platform and geography.
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Supplementary Table 4| 2911 healthy samples including cohort id, MSP richness, gene
richness, reaction richness and functional MSP (MAGMA) richness.
Supplementary Table 5| reactobiome profile of 2911 healthy samples for 4397 reactions
Supplementary Table 6| MSP abundance profile of 2911 healthy samples.
Supplementary Table 7| the members of five reactotypes (reto-1 to reto-5) contains sample
id, dataset id, gender, geography, enterotype, age and reactotype.
Supplementary Table 8| reaction comparison among reactotypes by non-parametric tests
Kruskal-wallist test and Dunn’s multiple comparisons and random forest for feature selection
for 3516 reactions annotated by EC, KEGG reaction ID and KO.
Supplementary Table 9| reactotype-enrichement/depletion of 3516 reactions were tested by
Cohen's d effect size of one-sided Wilcoxon tests.
Supplementary Table 10| reaction abundance profile of 2911 healthy samples for 4397
reactions.
Supplementary Table 11| comparing reaction abundance involved in sugar and amino sugar
metabolism and mucin degradation in EHR (Reto-1) vs CLR (Reto4) using Wilcoxon twosided tests adjusted p-value and FDR.
Supplementary Table 12| comparing reactions abundance in Reto-5 vs CLR (Reto4) using
Wilcoxon two-sided tests adjusted p-value and FDR.
Supplementary Table 13| top 50-ranked MSPs significantly abundant in reto-1 and reto-4.
Supplementary Table 14| simulation of growth rate (h-1) of top 50-ranked bacteria of reto-1
and 4 based on the maximization of the biomass in the presence of high protein and fibre
omnivorous and plant based diets included Lactate and Acetate.
Supplementary Table 15| simulation of top ranked bacteria constrianed by high fibre plant
based, high fibre omnivorous and high protein omnivorous diets.
Supplementary Table 16| reactotype analysis on 344 samples from Swedish cohort including
predicted reactotype, probability of predicted reactotype, Enterotype group, gene and reaction
richness, MSP and MAGMA richness, BMI and age.
Supplementary Table 17| clinical data significantly enriched in Reto-1 or Reto3 (Wilcoxon
two-sided tests adjusted p-value <0.01) of Swedish cohort.
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Supplementary Table 18| metabolomic data significantly enriched in Reto-1 or Reto2
(Wilcoxon two-sided tests adjusted p-value <0.01) of Swedish cohort.
Supplementary Table 19| reactions significantly different among four seasons by ANOVA
test and multiple comparisons (p-value < 0.01).
Supplementary Table 20| Statistics of associations between reactobiome and clinical
parameters. We identified 24 significantly association by multivariate random effects model.
It shows corresponding coefficient, p-value, and FDR of significantly associated clinical
parameters.
Supplementary Table 21| Statistics of associations between reactobiome and plasma
metabolites. 3705 associations between 135 plasma metabolites and 1138 reactions from
reactobiome were observed by multivariate random effects model. it shows corresponding
coefficient, p-value, and FDR of significantly associated plasma metabolites.
Supplementary Table 22| number of reactions in reactobioms associations with plasma
metabolites.
Supplementary Table 23| reactobiome connected with plasma amino acids (FDR < 0.01).
Supplementary Table 24| reactobiome consuming carbohydrates (i.e. mon-, di-, oligo- and
poly saccharides) connected with plasma amino acids (FDR < 0.01). it shows the reactions
along with corresponding sugar and sugar group as well as corresponding coefficient, p-value,
and FDR of significantly associated plasma metabolites.
Supplementary Table 25| List of metabolites in biomass.
Supplementary Table 26| 153 pathways with KEGG reaction ID.
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